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Introduction

In a multiagent system, a truster keeps estimating and re-
vising its trust for a trustee based on its interactions with
trustee. Understanding these interactions and estimating
trust from them is an interesting and challenging topic and
therefore, several works have been pursued in this direction.
Scissors et al. (Scissors et al. 2009) explore the linguistic
similarity in chat messages to estimate trust between mes-
sage senders and receivers. Adalı et al. (Adalı, Sisenda, and
Magdon-Ismail 2012) calculate the relationship strength be-
tween two users in Twitter based on their different social
and behavioral aspects. (DuBois, Golbeck, and Srinivasan
2011) provide an algorithm to compute trust and distrust in
a social network. The above approaches are promising but
they are limited to numerical heuristics. Such approaches
are justifiably criticized for missing the essential intuitive
considerations of trust, e.g., regarding the autonomy of the
participants and the vulnerability of the truster to decisions
by the trustee. The richer approaches, however, have not lent
themselves well to computational techniques that could be
applied in practice (Castelfranchi and Falcone 2010). There-
fore, we seek to bridge the above gap between theory and
practice. Specifically, we propose a computational model
of trust founded on commitments that supports agents deter-
mining their trust for others based on their interactions.

A commitment describes a normative relationship be-
tween two agents giving a high-level description of what
one expects of the other. We provide a simple probabilis-
tic model for estimating trust based on the outcomes of
commitments. Importantly, not only can commitments be
inferred from structured interactions between people, they
can also be determined automatically from text-based inter-
actions (email or chat) (Kalia et al. 2013). We provide a
method to train the parameters of our model based on data
regarding judgments of trust given commitment outcomes.
Our method can thus potentially help compute in a user-
specific manner how much a user would trust another party
given their mutual interactions.
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Intuition on Trust and Commitment
A commitment C(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent)
means that the debtor commits to bringing about the conse-
quent for the creditor provided the antecedent holds. For ex-
ample, C(Buck, Selia, deliver, pay) means that Buck (buyer)
commits to Selia (seller) to paying a specified amount pro-
vided Selia delivers the goods. When Selia delivers, the
commitment is detached. When Buck pays, the commit-
ment is discharged or satisfied. If Selia delivers but Buck
does not pay, the commitment is violated. The above ex-
ample suggests how commitments and trust relate. If Buck
discharges the commitment, it brings a positive experience
to Selia and Selia’s trust for Buck may increase; if Buck
violates the commitment, it brings a negative experience to
Selia and Selia’s trust for Buck may decrease. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the intuition graphically.
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Figure 1: Trust updates based on a commitment progression.

Updating Trust based on Commitments
We adopt Wang and Singh’s (2010) trust model, which rep-
resents trust as evidence 〈r, s〉. Here, r ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0
respectively represent the positive and negative experiences
the truster has with the trustee. Both r and s are real num-
bers. Wang and Singh calculate trust as the probability of a
positive outcome as α = r

r+s . Suppose Buck and Selia trans-
act 10 times and exactly eight transactions succeed from
Selia’s perspective. Then Selia’s trust in Buck would be 0.8.

The basic idea is for each truster to maintain evidence
〈r, s〉 about each trustee. The initial evidence, 〈rin, sin〉,
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represents the truster’s bias. An interaction may yield a pos-
itive, negative, or a neutral outcome. In these cases, the evi-
dence is updated by respectively adding 〈ir, 0〉, 〈0, is〉, and
〈λir, (1− λ)is〉, where λ ∈ [0, 1]. In essence, we character-
ize each truster via five parameters (rin, sin, ir, is, λ).

Evaluation
We evaluated our approach via an empirical study with 30
subjects (computer science students). We asked the sub-
jects to read 33 emails selected from the Enron email cor-
pus (Fiore and Heer 2004) and estimate a trust value rang-
ing from 0 to 1 between the senders and receivers of email.
The emails were selected on the basis of containing sen-
tences that indicate commitment creation, satisfaction, or vi-
olation. The sentences indicating commitments were iden-
tified using Kalia et al.’s (2013) approach. We augmented
the dataset with 28 synthetic sentences indicating commit-
ment satisfaction or violation, which do not occur frequently
in the corpus. We collected the trust values (actual) from
the subjects from the emails assigned to them. We divided
the data collected from subjects into three-fold training and
test data and learned trust parameters for each subject (rin,
sin, ir, is, λ) that minimize the mean absolute error (MAE)
between predicted and actual trust values (Kalia, Zhang,
and Singh 2013). We performed more evaluations to find
whether MAEs obtained can be reduced further by consider-
ing a discount window and the weight of commitments cre-
ated in agents’ interactions. A discount window is based on
the most recent experiences perceived by agents from their
interactions. The weight of a commitment is calculate based
on different features present in it such as modal verbs, dead-
lines, and so on.

Future Work
We are exploring other methods to predict trust values apart
from commitments. For a start, we have conducted follow-
ing investigations; (1) whether the outcome of a goal af-
fects trust more than the outcome of a commitment and (2)
whether an agent’s mood affects its trust toward satisfying a
commitment. To evaluate our hypotheses we performed an
empirical evaluation with 30 subjects where we asked them
to play a variant of Gal et al.’s (2010) Colored Trails game.
Our variant provides a chat interface, through which sub-
jects negotiate and exchange tiles and express emotions to-
ward opponents. During the game subjects recorded their
interactions with their opponents and filled a feedback form
with their trust and mood before and after each round in a
game. From their interactions, we manually identified com-
mitments and emotions expressed by the subjects. We used
the data collected to train different Bayesian models con-
structed based on our assumptions using Expectation Max-
imization. From the preliminary results, we found that a
commitment outcome affects trust more than goal outcome
and both mood and trust are important in predicting the out-
come of a commitment instead of considering either trust or
mood. We also observed that trust affects mood more than
mood affecting trust.

We plan to improve the current version of the game to in-
clude virtual agents programmed with different strategies.
Later, we will hire subjects from Amazon Turk to play
games against these agents. From their games, we will col-
lect their interactions with agents and their trust, moods, and
emotions toward them. The primary reasons to create vir-
tual agents is to collect a larger dataset than our previous ex-
periments and manipulate and evaluate subjects’ behaviors
based on different strategies set for agents. This may also
ensure more truthful trust estimation behavior from subjects
compared to estimating trust from emails.
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